Activities:

- At the end of the book, the little girl asks, “What does your special family look like?” After finishing the story, create a member of your family from things you find laying around the house! Use the pictures from the book as examples.

- This book uses a lot of similes, which is a literary device that compares two unlike things, and it uses the words “like” or “as” to do it! Think of some things in your life that you can compare with similes and write them in the space below. You can even use the title of the book as an example!

  - ____My dog_____ is as _____smelly_____ as _____dirty socks____.
  - ________________________ is as ________________________
    as ________________________.
  - ________________________ is as ________________________
    as ________________________.
  - ________________________ is as ________________________
    as ________________________.

If you choose to share your creation on social media, post your reading and learning with the hashtag #PPSreads!